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LICENSE AGREEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into on the
__________ (date) serves as a legally binding contract
between T MAY ("Licensor") and _________ ("Licensee").
This agreement grants the Licensee exclusive rights to
the instrumental beats titled: "____________"
("Instrumentals"). 

L I C E N S I N G  T E R M S | E X C L U S I V E

MASTER RECORDING
The Licensor hereby grants the Licensee the right to record
vocal and/or instrumental synchronization to any or all parts of
the Instrumental. The Licensee understands that their exclusive
usage of the Instrumental is unlimited to compositions. The
Licensee also agrees to refrain from editing the Instrumental
that is being licensed in this agreement, by changing the
arrangement of the Instrumental or by removing any melodies,
instruments, drum programming or sounds that are contained
within the Instrumental. 

PROFITABLE DISTRIBUTION
The Licensee can sell unlimited copies of the song using the
Master Recording, which can be distributed on any kind of
recording media including, but not limited to: compact discs,
DVDs, VHS videos, and all other forms of media. 

OWNERSHIP
The Licensor transfers full ownership of the instrumental to the
licensee and Licensor can no longer continue to sell more
exclusive license for that instrumental (copyright and
ownership) exclusively. 

CREDIT
The Licensee has the choice to remove the Licensor tag from the
instrumental beat.

By receiving this contract via email,
you automatically agree to the
terms stated above and gain

exclusive rights to the Instrumental. 
 

BENEFITS
Full WAV. file format; Allowed for commercial use (Album,
Digital Single, Performances) without limitations; Sell Unlimited
units; Unlimited Streaming Plays (Spotify, Pandora, Soundcloud,
etc); Unlimited Streaming Video Plays (Youtube, Facebook,
Instagram, etc); Broadcasting rights on unlimited radio stations;
Allowed to be used for Youtube with monetization


